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The Modeler’s Bench – Paul
Champigny

Well, let me start by introducing myself. I’m Paul
Champigny, and I’ve been a member of Bay Colony for
a year now. But I’m no stranger to the club because I’ve
been a regular attendee at Baycon for the past fifteen or
twenty years. I didn’t enter anything until 2002, and
since then I’ve had at least one entry every year.
Every year as I left the show, I would say to myself, “I
should really join that club – they seem like a great
bunch of guys and it sure looks like they have fun doing
what they do. “ Last year I met my good friend (and

fellow member) Ted Bunn, who urged me to join, and
that was all I needed. I’ve really enjoyed my time with
Bay Colony so far and my only regret is that I didn’t join
sooner!
I build mostly 1/350 American ships, but I usually have
an aircraft build going simultaneously because ships
tend to be slow going. I also enjoy sci-fi builds, and
about once a year I’ll build a car, just to stretch my mind
in a different direction. I started building around the age
of ten or twelve, and unlike most modelers, I never
stopped. One of the first models I remember was a
Boeing 707 which my dad helped me put together. I also
vividly remember a snap-together Boeing 747 (with
stick-on Pan Am decals) which I ordered through the
mail by sending in Cheerios box tops. Those remain the
only airliners I’ve ever built, though.
Throughout my teens I built voraciously – nearly all of
the Monogram 1/48 carrier aircraft and literally dozens
of carriers, battleships, destroyers and submarines. All
of the AMT “Star Trek” kits, too. One of my biggest
accomplishments (literally) was the Monogram Saturn V
moon rocket, which stood about three-and-a-half feet
tall. That was a lot of fun, but met an untimely end
when Mom accidentally knocked it over with the
vacuum cleaner.
I slowed down a little in college, but I always kept a
build or two going. During the mid ‘80’s, I discovered
1/700 ships and thought I’d died and gone to heaven! I
had nearly forty gracing my shelves at one point; I loved
those little buggers. And then I found the wonderful
1/350 scale! This was perfection to me – the ideal scale
to build ships in. Even better, the scale agreed with my
aging, nearsighted eyes. Now it’s the only scale I build
ships or subs in.
To support this great hobby (and to pay the mortgage)
I’m an associate professor in the Architectural Building
Technology department at New England Tech, where I
teach Computer Aided Drafting & Design. I live in
Warwick and have three kids, two cats and one wife.
I’m very fortunate that all of them support (or maybe
“tolerate” is a better word) my hobby.
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but it still retained just a touch of the olive tint.
In the case of the famous “Afrika Korps“ cap,
the normal headwear of the troops when not
wearing the steel helmet, this pale color was
considered “salty”, and as such, much desired.
The troops would actually bleach these caps out
using their anti-gas tablets.

Deutsches Afrika Korps
Uniforms
By Hal Marshman, Sr.
Ray Rosario of the Bay Colony IPMS
Chapter contacted me a couple of days back,
with questions about Afrika Korps uniforms. In
light of what I see at every show where someone
attempts to do DAK subjects, there seems to be
great misunderstanding regarding this very
esoteric subject. In addition to having owned
several genuine DAK pieces, and having
inspected items in other folks’ collections, I also
possess several books on the subject, including
the Roger J. Bender book. Such being the case, I
feel well qualified to write on the subject. In this
case, I am only going to discourse on the
tropical uniforms worn by the German Army.
Luftwaffe tropical wear is another kettle of fish
altogether, as was the small amount of
Kreigsmarine and SS tropical wear.
Looking at basics first, the Afrika Korps issue
uniforms were not tan! They were a medium
olive cotton twill material, tunic, trousers, shirts,
ties, and caps. Now, due to the weather
conditions in North Africa and southern Italy,
these uniforms did fade to a pale tannish color,

Getting to the insignia worn on the tropical
uniform, we’ll start with the ubiquitous cap.
First, the turnup around the lower portion of the
cap, was a simulated turnup, and did not fold
down, as did the continental M-43 cap. It had no
buttons in the front. The eagle worn at the front
of the crown was medium blue gray
embroidered on a copperish brown background.
On the front of the “turnup” was the cockade of
the German national colors. Black outside ring
white inside, with a red center. In most cases, an
inverted Vee of the branch of service color
(waffenfarbe) would extend from the visor edge,
to the top of the turnup, with the cockade
centered inside. In Africa, there was very little
ground pounder infantry, thus a white Vee
would be rare. Most infantry was mechanized,
and wore grass green waffenfarben. Artillery
would be red, panzer pink, signals lemon
yellow, and mechanized cavalry golden yellow.
The last DAK cap I owned was light blue, for
transport troops. Medical would be cornflower
blue, propaganda troops medium gray, and
chaplains violet. The cap worn by officers was
basically the same as that worn by the troops,
with the exception of aluminum piping around
the crown (gold for general officers). I know I
spent quite a lot of time with something as basic
as the tropical cap, but it was a distinguishing
and popular item, and the waffenfarben
information applies elsewhere as well. German
troops could and did wear a cap similar to the
above item, but without the visor. Insignia
would be the same. Although quite practical,,
this cap did not enjoy same popularity as the
visored field cap.

Now, let’s look at the jacket. This was a
skirted affair, quite similar to the regular
German uniform, in that it had patch pockets
with flaps and pleats on both the breast and skirt.
It was open lapelled, but I have seen an
Oberleutnant’s tunic that had the same rise and
fall collar of the continental tunic. The buttons
were painted olive, but of course much of that
would wear off in use, exposing the aluminum
of which they were made. In the rear, at waist
level, were two removable hooks, that supported
the belt. (These were also present on continental
uniforms, so when you see movies where the
holster or bayonet is dragging the belt down, you
know the costume dept. failed to complete their
homework.) Getting to the insignia, starting at
the top, the collar tabs were medium blue gray
on a copper colored background, as was the
breast eagle.
The shoulder straps could be uniform color, or in
some cases a medium brown. Naturally, they
were bordered with waffenfarben depicting the
arm of service of the wearer. No, the
waffenbarben did not extend across the seam at
the shoulder. For NCOs, the shoulder strap
would be surrounded with copper brown colored
tresse, as would the collar. In the case of
officers, the shoulder straps were worked on a
base of the waffenfarben color, pretty much as
worn on the continent. Officers could elect to
wear continental style officer’s collar tabs, and
even the silver (gold for generals) on green
European styled breast eagle. General’s buttons
by the way, were in a golden color. A man’s
basic medals were worn on this uniform, just as
they were on the continent. Around the left
sleeve of the Afrika Korps troops and officers,
was an olive green cuff title, with the words
“Afrika Korps” embroidered in pale gray or
white. As an aside, if you see an olive cuff title
lettered “Afrika” with palm trees at either end,
and a dull silver border top and bottom, this was
a theater decoration, and was awarded for length
of service in Africa. This was a universal
decoration, and could be awarded to other than
DAK troops, also Luftwaffe personnel, and etc.

Should Kriegsmarine personnel serve the
appropriate amount of time in Africa, they also
would be eligible. As a decoration, this title was
worn on the left sleeve, just above the cuff.
The issue trousers were almost a semi riding
breeches style, made of the self same color
material as the tunic. There were also quite
baggy pants issued to be worn with shoes lower
than the standard tropical boots, which were
never in sufficient supply.
The issue boots were made of a non
desiccating denim like material, and laced up the
front almost to the knee. The toe and heel caps
were medium brown leather while the denim
portions were the same olive color as the
uniform. As mentioned, lower quarter brogan
style shoes were issued, and quite a few later
arriving troops found themselves wearing
continental issue jack boots.
The uniform belt was cotton webbing, with a
buckle styled the same as the regular “Gott Mitt
Uns” (God with us) item of the continental
German soldier, but painted olive. Later arrivals
often found themselves wearing that self same
continental leather belt, due to shortage of
supplies, which was a chronic Africa problem.
As mentioned above, the shirt and tie (when
worn) were the same basic olive color as the
tunic. Such accoutrements as the “Y” straps
infantry harness were also made of the same
cotton webbing material, as were such items as
the bayonet frog, and the straps surrounding the
water bottle, gas mask tin, and etc. The odd
tannish colored bread bag when worn, was the
same as the continental issue. The bayonet
scabbard, mess tin, and gas mask tin were all
sprayed a desert tan yellow color, similar to that
used for the vehicles Steel helmets might also be
so sprayed, or even hand done in an endless
variety of tan over issue field gray styles. On
many, an effort was made to preserve the
national color and national eagle decals on the
sides of the helmet, but many were must plain

painted over. I once own one that had been
painted tan, and while still wet, had been rolled
in sand. Very effective, but heavy as all get out.
From time to time, you may see pictures of
desert personnel wearing a pith helmet.The early
ones were made of a pale kahki cotton material,
while later ones were a dark brownish olive felt.
Mounted on the right side was an aluminum
shield bearing the national colors on the left, a
shield bearing the Army style national eagle.
These items, romantic as they looked, were not
worn in combat, and front line troops usually
discarded them early, not the least because of
their bulk. Everyone seemed to prefer the rakish
“Devil may care” look of the famed cap
described in my opening. One other thing of
note: many officers, including Rommel himself,
preferred to wear their continental style visored
cap. There was not a visored cap designed to be
worn with the tropical uniform, and in the light
of what you may see in movies, I cannot stress
that enough. Rommel even wore his woolen
riding breeches, complete with scarlet side
stripes. As an aside, the goggles famously worn
by Rommel on his hat, were British issue, taken
from a supply dump left behind when the
Germans captured Tobruk.
There’s more that could be said, but this is a
fairly complete essay regarding German Army
tropical and Deutsches Afrika Korps uniforms. I
hope you find this information useful when
populating your armored vehicles, building
dioramas, or even painting single figures.
Have fun, Hal

M3A1 White Scout Car
By Robert Magina

Well, my good modeling buddy, Kevin Conlon,
has a mighty wide smile this week. Yup, the
man of many projects has managed to get me to
start yet another project. Gone are the days when
I would do one project at a time. Not only did
Kevin get me to switch to multi-project mode
but he even sold me the kit to do it. Yup, he
threw me under the bus and made money on it!!
Well, enough of my lamenting, I am now the
proud owner of the Peerless Max M3A1 White
Scout Car. That’s right, for you old timers,
Peerless Max. This particular kit goes back to
the 70’s and can still be bought today under
Zevada or Revell.
Upon opening the box, it is typical of the vintage
with plenty of pin ejection marks and seams.
The tires are two part plastic molded and quite
well done. The 50 and 30 caliber machine guns
are not real good and I replaced them with the
Academy machine gun set which have much
better detail. While at it I picked up the Eduard
PE set which has some good stuff to improve the
detail of this elder statesman kit. So let’s jump
into it shall we.

I started first on the interior. Instructions are
pretty easy to follow. Plastic has little flash and
fit seems to be okay with no major warpage. I
needed to putty up a number of pin ejection
marks. The rear body went together very nicely.
I used the PE stowage access doors and latches
instead of the kit ones since the PE seemed
much more in scale. Fit of body panels seemed
fine and the assembly of the three panels went
without a problem. I did end up with some
minor seaming to deal with. I used vinyl spackle
rather than putty on these seams so as not to end
up sanding off small rivet detail. I then added
the railing assembly for the machine gun travel
track. In the driver’s area I assembled the seats,
gear levers and used the floor pedals from the
PE set. I test fit the body onto the chassis and
saw not fit or alignment problems. The rear seat
cushions did require a bit of grinding with that
ever popular dremel tool. The cushions as
supplied in the kit are both too wide and too
high to fit into the seat frame. Therefore,
adjustment needed to be made with the dremel
by grinding the sides in a bit and grinding off
some of the bottom to lower the height of the
cushion.
The chassis assemblies have lots of seams and
those nasty little pin ejection marks to clean up.
I did need to modify the tie rod a bit since I
decided to cantor the front wheels to add to the
look and feel of the vehicle when I display it. I
cut both ends of the wheel assembly and
repositioned the wheel assemblies to the left
turned position and re-glued them with super
glue. The steering linkage also required some
lengthening as well. Overall, front and rear
wheel assemblies went well. Axles are one piece
which is great for cleanup. I discovered that
when I tried to attach the rear body to the
assembled chassis there was a slight bow in the
chassis which prevented the body from attaching
properly. Well, out came the razor saw, slots
were cut in the top middle of the chassis. The
chassis was then re-glued at the slots to correct

the bow. The rear body was then attached with
no further problem. Work now moved to the
nose of the M3. I removed the molded on
handles and replaced all of them with wire ones
made with the grab handler maker. I can’t say
enough about this tool. It is one of the best
inventions for armor model makers. You can
make wire handles easily and make identical
ones when you need more than one. I then
discovered that there was a fit problem with the
nose which required me to remove the mounting
locator for the radiator so that I could correctly
align the nose to the body.
The tires come in two halves and are plastic and
I have one caution here, instructions on gluing
the two halves together are a bit vague as to the
tire tread pattern. The tire tread pattern is offset. It is not like the modern tire tread pattern. I
needed to apply a little putty to the seam, a little
sanding after that and the tires are good to go.
Next I started work on the front grill. I first
wanted to show the grill vents in the open
position. The kit supplies parts for both open
and closed, however, the grill vents are a bit
thick, so I elected to use the grill vents from
Eduard since they were more to scale. You will
need a little bit of super glue here and some
patience. I basically set each vent into the grill
frame one at a time and waited for each to dry
before I set the next in place. There are four
vents total. If you do them one at a time it
allows you to monitor and manage the spacing
of each vent so that they set correctly. The end
result is worth the effort. I next added the front
bumpers and roller assembly.
I think at this stage of the assembly I needed to
do some painting. First, I painted the wheels
with Model Master Euro Grey. I painted the
chassis with Model Master Olive Drab. It made
sense to do this at this point of the assembly
because the model was easier to handle and
easier to reach those hard to reach places on the
chassis. I also painted the radiator black since

this would be visible through the open louvers.
Once the wheels were painted Euro Grey, I
applied a wash of brown into the treads.
My next step was to finish adding all those little
parts to finish the assembly of the M3 body. At
this point, I applied a coat of Testor’s rubber to
begin the priming and pre-shading process on
the external body surfaces. I then applied Model
Master Olive Drab. I also painted the wheel hubs
at this time using the circle template you can
find at any Staples or Office Max. This template
is quite an invention and makes painting these
hubs and for that matter tank road wheels a snap.
At this point, I ended up with some dust on the
front doors and the lids of the rear stowage
boxes. Also, I noticed a couple of spots on the
doors that needed re-puttying and sanding. So,
out came the sandpaper and putty to finish and
then re-paint these pieces. The next step in my
painting was to apply a light coating of Faded
Olive Drab by Model Master to the center areas
of the various panels. After this came the camo.
The camo scheme I chose was one used in the
invasion of Sicily. It is a randomly applied band
of earth tan around the vehicle. For this I broke
out my Badger 350 with fine tip. All you need
then is low compressor pressure and
appropriately thinned paint. Once the camo had
been applied the M3 really came to life. At this
stage I replaced the kit tie rod (after breaking it
at least 3-4 times while handling the chassis)
with one made of wire. This solved the breaking
problem.
Now in the interior I dry brushed the tread plates
with a little steel and burnt metal by Model
Master. After that I added various acrylic
washes of brown and raw umber for the dirt
stains. Paint chipping followed next. I moved on
to pre-shading the seat cushions with Testor’s
rubber. I believe the color of the seat cushion is
a kaki color so I will dry brush this color onto
the seat cushions. The rear seat cushions were
given a pin wash of dark brown/raw umber and
mounted into the interior. An application of

various shades of pastel was applied to the
interior for the final weathering.
My attention next went to the chassis again to
apply some dried mud and various washes of
brown. At this time I took the muffler assembly
and coated it with liquid Testor’s glue and then
while wet dunked it into baking soda. Once dry I
brushed off the excess and painted it with
Testor’s rubber. This gives it that gritty rusted
muffler look. Once installed, you can use
various rust shades of chalk to finish the look.
Installation of the muffler assembly into the
chassis was a bit of a problem. It just didn’t fit
correctly. So, after breaking it into 4 pieces, I
got it into position and reassembled it. I then
added the MV lenses to the lights and added
them to the front fenders. Tires were glued on
next which would allow the M3 to stand up and
be weathered.
For markings I purchased a set of white stars
with white circles from Squadron Shop as the kit
decals are totally unusable. I found vehicle serial
numbers and unit ID on a sheet from Traz. The
white star with circle marking was used by US
forces in the Italian Campaign. My M3 will be
marked as a unit from the 2nd Armored Division.
Prior to applying the decals I air brushed a
coating of gloss coat on the areas where the
decals would go. This will help later in making
the decal edging disappear when you apply a top
coat of flat coat.
Now I worked on the small bits and pieces I
wanted to add to the interior. I have several gas
cans from Academy and helmets from Tamiya to
start. To this I added Tamiya small arms,
Verlinden ration cartons, ammo cans for both
the 50 and 30 cals and his equipment set for US
Vehicles. Finally a few maps, PRC radio and
binoculars rounded out the interior.
My first step in weathering the outside of the
M3A1 was to apply a light raw umber wash over
the external surfaces. This will give it a basic

dirty look, help to integrate colors and tone
down the white markings. Next, selective pin
washes to specific areas. Then, onto chalk and
paint pigments. Finally paint chipping and
rusting. The last step was to add external
stowage and then a coating of Testor’s flat coat.

Region 1 Update 09-30-08
By Doug Hamilton RC-1

Greetings Region 1 dudes and dudettes,
The big thing happening in IPMS-land is
rechartering. All Region 1 chapters rechartering
packages have gone out this past weekend to the
Chapter Contacts. If your chapter hasn't received it
yet, give me a shout, and I can resend it. Remember
the window to get everything accomplished ends on
31 December. Many chapters are in really good
shape, and all that's needed to complete the process is
to mail your check to DLC Dick Montgomery. A few
have some minor membership issues to overcome.
Someone told me they wanted to wait until after their
chapter elections to complete the Fact Sheet update.
This really isn't necessary, as you can always amend
your FS after your elections. The important thing to
remember is that after the 31 December cut off date,
if rechartering isn't complete, your chapter will be
dropped. In the past all our chapters have gotten
everything done well in advance, and I mention being
dropped only in passing. And as always, if you're
having trouble with any aspect of the process, let me
know right away so I can help get you squared away.
The fall show season is almost upon us. If you look at

the upcoming events schedule on the IPMS web site,
you'll notice we only have a few events for the fall.
As I mentioned before, it may be a good time for
some of the spring events to look into moving into
the fall to get a better balance in our schedule. With
the current economic crisis effecting may of us we
may see some drop off in event attendance both from
the entrant and vendor stand point. This will be
something I'll keep my eye on, and would ask all
chapters that are hosting an event this fall to get the
event numbers to me after the event. I'll share what I
find with everyone at some point over the winter. On
a similar note, I heard from Russ Keith, POC for our
newest chapter IPMS Penobscot Valley Modelers,
who said they were canceling their planned spring
event. Russ said mainly it was due to the uncertain
economic times. I hope they consider another event
in the future, as we can always use another quality
event in the Region. I won't be attending as many
events as I normally do in the fall this year. I've had
to pull some extra duty at work this fall due to serious
illness of three of my staff members, and have to
provide coverage at one of my facilities until I close
for the season toward the end of November. I'd rather
be going to the shows, but the OT will be nice!!
I received a very well done package in the mail
yesterday from our hosts for next years Noreastcon,
IPMS Niagara Frontier. From the looks of things,
everything is proceeding nicely for what should be
another great event hosted by these guys. And yes,
there is a request for sponsorships in the package!!
(You didn't think I'd miss an opportunity to hawk
sponsorships, did you?) I'm looking forward to this
event for a number of reasons, not the least is seeing
a good number of folks from other regions. I believe
we'll see a good attendance from our friends in
Regions 2 and 4, not to mention a good showing of
our friends from north of the boarder. And of course
I'm looking forward to the Region 2 regional next
year, to be hosted by our good friends at NJIPMS. I'll
pass along more info on this event in a later Update.
With all that said, I'll close this by saying
rechartering is now underway, don't get caught
missing the deadline and if you have need for any
help, just let me know. And as always, please share
this with the officers and members of your chapter.
Semper Fi
Doug Hamilton
RC-1

Del’s Corner
Del Stator at large…..

I just read an article in the latest issue of ‘Model
Cars’ magazine that brought the ‘Way Back’
machine way back. So a little background is
necessary, (or at least fills some space), before I
goes into the meat of the article. I started
buildin’ models when I was young, not sure just
how old or what grade, but I knowz that the
Aurora F9F Panther was the first! By 4th grade I
had found the Renwall constant scale ships and
was into my ship building phase. By 12 I was
buildin’ cars with my buddy Jimmy. Here came
my introduction to mail order – ordering license
plate and pin striping decals from Auto World in
PA, probably from an add in ‘Car Model’
magazine. Then came slot cars, racin’ 1/32
Strombecker cars on a nice homemade track in
my buddy Joe’s basement and 1/24 scale cars on
a commercial track way out on Comm Ave.
Now we were orderin’ kits and motors and
racin’ bits from the Auto World catalog. Auto
World also ran a full size performance parts
business and raced a ’54 Ferrari, (which was part
of their logo), around the northeast.
So, back to today, Auto World has been defunct
for a number of years. Along comes Round 2,

LLC, a collectibles company from South Bend,
Indiana, and buys or licenses the Auto World
name from the family that owned it and makes it
one of their divisions. The new Auto World turns
around and enters an agreement with
RC2/Learning Curve Brands, Inc., and I quote
from the ‘Model Cars’ article here, allowing
them “to produce and market plastic model kits
under the well-known brand names of AMT,
MPC, and Polar Lights.” Also included are the
rights to produce die-casts using the trademarks
of American Muscle and Ertl Collectibles.
Thomas E. Lowe is the President of Round 2
and past owner of Playing Mantis is assembling
a team of plastic model and die cast specialists.
To quote Lowe, “Our goal is to bring back
many sought after vintage kits of all types from
AMT and MPC tooling banks, some that haven’t
been available for decades.” He also states, “We
will not rely solely on old tooling, but will
develop new tools as well”. I for one find this
quite exciting, as many of youze may, and wish
Mr. Lowe well in this endeavor, and please,
please, please, bring back the ’36 Ford Coupe
and the Indy racers! Joe, maybe they will bring
back the AMT Lockheed Vega kit? I’m going to
go look for that old Auto World catalog I
squirreled away and start my ‘Wish’ list.
Del out.

In Range:
August Meeting 9th - Mike Kenney
200mm Viet Nam Paratrooper – Joe McDonald
Sr.
1/35th German Baker – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Piper L4 – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Piper L4 Pilot – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Carentan Vignette – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th V-1 Buzz Bomb – Kevin Conlon
1/35th Flat Cars 25 Ton (WIP) – Kevin Conlon
???th Star Trek Bridge – John Gisetto Sr.
Raffle: 1/35th H39 Tank– Bob Magina
Spitfire Book – Bob Don
In Attendance:
Kevin Conlon
John Nickerson
Gian Montecalvo
John Gissetto Sr.

Mike Kenney
Paul Champigny
Kevin Colburn
Joe McDonald Sr.

Sept 13th Meeting – Del Stator
90mm Hans Ulrich Rudell – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/48th US Staff Car – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th U.S. MP – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/32nd Pilot of L4 – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Carentan Vignette – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Panzer IV J (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Tiger I (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/32nd P-51 Mustang (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Dodge Command Car (WIP) – Frank
Iacobucci
1/35th M3 Stuart (WIP) - Frank Iacobucci
1/35th 3.7 Pak (WIP) - Frank Iacobucci
1/35th Pak 38 (WIP) - Frank Iacobucci
1/48th FW 190-F8 – Hal Marshman Sr.
1/48th C47 Skytrain – Bill Collins
1/24th Dodge Charger Superbee – Gil Costa
Raffle: 1/144th Type VIID U-Boat – John
Gisetto Sr.
1/72nd Panther F – Bob Don
1/35th Volkstrum Berlin – Chris Libucha
In Attendance:
Kevin Conlon
Steve Kwasny
Chris Libucha
Gian Montecalvo
Frank Iacobucci
Bob Don
Hal Marshman Sr.
Jim Hayman
John Gisetto Sr.

Robert Magina
John Nickerson
Joe McDonald Sr.
Kevin Colburn
Ray Rosario
Mike Kenney
Bill Collins
Gil Costa
John Gisetto Jr.

Up Scope:
November 8th 2008 Meeting
- Host – Gian Montecalvo –

December 13th 2008 Meeting
- Host – Gil Costa –

19 Karen Drive
North Providence, RI 02911
401-231-1086

646 Hailes Hill Rd
Somerset, MA
508-674-3161

From I-295 take exit 7A (Rt.44 East) Turn left at
the first light on to Esmond St. Follow Esmond St.
straight thru the stop sign to the end, and turn right
on to Rt.104. Follow Rt.104 for 1.3 miles and turn
left at Posillipo Italian Family Restaurant on to
Sawin Ave. Turn left at the end of Sawin Ave. on
to Oakhurst Ave. Oakhurst turns in to Sherwood
Ave. after the right hand curve. Follow Sherwood
staying to the right at the first fork at Woodhaven
Blvd. Bear left at the stop sign at Bicentennial
Way. First left on to Lori Dr. Right at first stop
sign on to Karen Dr. 19 will be the on the right.

From points west: Rt#95 north/south to
Rt#195 east. Take the Rt#6 Swansea exit,
right at the end of the ramp approx. 1 mile to
set of lights “Mr. Peeper’s ice cream on left.
Take left and go 1 mile to fork/ bear right
(Hailes Hill Rd). Go another mile to #646. It is
a red colonial on left hand side as one descends
a hill and is easy to miss. A clue is a huge
mansion directly across the street that you can
see upon approach.

From I-195 follow to I-95 North to Rt.146 North.
Take the 2nd exit off Rt.146 (Mineral Spring).
Turn left at the bottom of the ramp and follow
Mineral Spring Ave. 7 lights, 2.5 miles, and turn
right on to Locust Ave. Follow Locust Ave. to the
end and turn left on to Bicentennial Way. Turn left
at the 2nd stop sign and continue to follow
Bicentennial as the road curves to the 2nd stop sign
at Sherwood Ave. Turn right on to Sherwood Ave.
first left on to Lori Dr. Right at first stop sign on to
Karen Dr.

From points north: Rt#24 to Rt#79 south take
Rt#136/6 Somerset exit. Continue over
Brightman St. Bridge straight on Rt#6 for
approximately 3 miles past the Venus de Milo
restaurant on right to next set of lights with
“Mr. Peeper’s Ice cream on the right.
Continue with directions from above.
If coming from Rt#118 follow to Rt#6 past
mall, take left and continue with directions
above.
Rt#138 travelers can take a right on Whetstone
Hill Rd. in Somerset near the old Quaker fabric
plant and follow for 3 miles. This road turns
into Hailes Hill Rd and the house will be on
the right.

The President's Column FROM
THE BRIDGE

We are into our 2008 – 2009 membership year, have
you renewed your membership? The membership fee
is still only $10 per year. A bargain by any terms.
The discount you receive with your membership card
at some of our favorite hobby shops, such as Harry’s
Hobbies, or Spare Time, can help your membership
pay for itself. Also, the family membership plan is
still available. If you would like to pay a couple years
in advance we can handle that. Mail your payments
to me or see me at a meeting, checks to be made
payable to Bay Colony Historic Modelers.
Ship building must be the hot thing and once again
member Paul Champigny is in the forefront with a
four page spread in the November issue of Fine Scale
Modeler, ‘on newsstands now’, featuring his 1/350
destroyer escort U.S.S. England. Paul blessed us with
a preview a few meetings back where we got to see it
‘live’. We are negotiating with Paul to have him sign
autographs at BayCon.
Ron Garland, from Southern Maine Scale Modelers,
and I have been exchanging a few emails, the bad
new from this is that it appears that SMSM will not
be having their spring show in 2009. Many of us look
forward to this annual event and make the trek north
as almost a right of spring. Hopefully, it will be back
for 2010.
I have touched on the skyrocketing prices of kits
before. It was briefly discussed at the September
meeting in relationship to the price of raffle kits.

Although it was originally accepted that the meeting
raffle would operate at a loss when we started it, it
has become excessive now that kit prices have soared
to the $50 - $60 range and our average take is about
$15. A motion was made, seconded and carried. As
of the October meeting, the meeting raffle tickets will
be $2 each.
Another item discussed at the Sept. meeting was in
having a Christmas kit swap at the December
meeting. The idea was well though of so we will be
doing it at the December meeting, We all have kits
we have acquired through raffles or other means that
aren’t quite our cup of tea. So here is your chance to
‘bless’ someone else with one of those acquisitions.
If you wish to participate in the kit swap all you need
do is choose a kit from your collection you no longer
want. It must be intact and complete and not started,
(the box can be open). Wrap it in Christmas wrap, tin
foil, newspaper, plain brown wrapper, or an old
instruction sheet, etc. Anyone bringing a kit will be
allowed to choose one from the pile. We will use a
raffle system to determine who gets to choose when.
I railed on about Revell of Germany last issue and
their catalog full of many good models and too many
old clunkers and how difficult it is to tell what to
expect. Many of their latest releases are very
reasonably priced and of exceptional quality, their
new 1/72 Avro Lancaster as a for instance. They
were advertising a ‘New’ MiG 21 and I suspected it
was the old Matchbox kit. It’s not! It is a very nice
kit, in 1/72, of a MiG 21 F-13 Fishbed C. The F-13
was the most produced, most used worldwide,
version of the Mig 21. It comes with 6 sets of
markings, 2 East German, 1 Russian, 3 Finnish
schemes, not to mention an eclectic assortment of
aftermarket decal sheets available and I’m sure there
are more on the way now. If you’re into MiG 21’s
you should check this one out.
The vendors have all been heard from. The same
selection we had last year will be back at the Knights
of Columbus hall in South Attleboro on Sunday
November 2nd. Included will be, Farina Enterprises,
Hobby Hut, Sentinel Miniatures, Hidden Hobby,
Apple Valley Hobbies, Olde Depot Hobbies,
Alpenflage Hobbies, Moonlight Hobbies, Large Scale
Figure Guys, and Harry’s Hobbies and Collectables.
Plan your purchases accordingly.

The BayCon trophy order has been sent in. It was a
couple weeks late but is almost complete. There are
only a few un-sponsored packs and hopefully they
will be taken by the time you read this.
So now that I’ve mentioned BayCon, let me remind
you that it’s just a few short weeks away. This is our,
as a club, main event of the year and I hope that most
members can turn out, show their face, maybe help
out a bit, schmooze a bit more. I think it’s important
to show your support in some manner and there is no
better time than BayCon. The large turnout of
members is what makes the show work and gives you
the chance to renew old friendships and begin new
ones. There will be one big change this year, Gian
Montecalvo will be chief judge. I announced my
retirement from that position after 25 years of
service, after last years show. We began our search
for a new Chief Judge and Monte volunteered. I think
it was the retirement package that clinched the deal. I
ask that you give him the support that you gave me
over the years. As for me I’ll be helping him out
through his rookie season and I’ll be back judging in
the trenches. I’ve missed working at that level.
There will be a club table again this year. If you have
some kits, books, tools, etc, sitting around that you
might want to get rid of you can try selling it from
the club table. The same rules apply as last year, if
they are not posted in the forum on the club web site
they soon will be.
Don’t forget that there is a 40th anniversary theme
award for BayCon called ‘1968’. You just have to tie
the model to the year 1968 somehow. Along with a
second theme award because this is our 25th
Anniversary of the first BayCon, this will be ‘1983’
and will be done on the same manner as the ‘1968’
award. You only have a few short weeks to get those
theme award models finished!
A number of members and some non-members had
complained to me, over the years about the lack of
opportunity for some to compete at BayCon. I took
this to heart and with some help we developed what
is now called the Basic and Journeyman categories.
We designed these categories for modelers that didn’t
normally compete because they felt that their chosen
level of building style stood little chance in the
regular categories. If you build your kits from the box
strictly for the joy of building and don’t add extra

details, Basic Level may be for you. Your model will
be judged on basic construction only. Journeyman
level is the bridge between Basic and the advanced
modeling categories. If you enjoy building in a more
simplified format but are still trying to improve your
modeling skills and perfecting your techniques,
Journeyman may be a better fit. A good litmus test is
if you are attempting to build a better model than the
basic kit allows, that would be Journeyman Level.
You can find the rules for these categories on the web
site under the BayCon button and BayCon rules You
can also print out the Judging Guidelines for your
subject from our web site. Where it goes from here is
up to you.
Once again, Sunday November 2nd is our annual
show, BayCon. There are four facets of this show that
make it work. First is the Models. That’s what most
people turn out to see and we normally put 300 or
more on the tables. Another factor that draws people
in is the vendors. I’ve already touched on the quality
of the vendors that plan on being there. People
depend on some of these vendors being there. Again
it’s part of the draw. The third facet that pulls this all
together is the membership that volunteers their time
to make this event run smoothly. There is a lot to do
that day, we can keep you busy if you ask. There’s a
lot to do starting with setup and ending with
breakdown, and with more in between, such as
manning the registration table, the raffle table, acting
as guides, assisting with judging, tabulating results,
and manning the club table. More than enough to
keep a person busy. The final facet that make
BayCon ‘BayCon’ is the camaraderie not just
between our club members but between us and the
members from the other clubs and the independents
that show up from the area. It’s great to see all these
people there.
So, as I remove the mantle of Chief Judge from my
shoulders and place it on Monte’s, I’d like to say a
few last words on judging. I’ve said it many times, I
think some of you have heard me, I think that judging
is one of the best ways to improve your own
modeling. Judging model categories is basically
evaluating one model against the others in the
category. It takes some skill. Working with one of
our judging guidelines can help make things easier.
You can pretty much follow it step by step. We
normally provide one in the judging folder. We are
going to need help judging at BayCon so I hope all of

you practice up in advance so we are ready to go.
Evaluate your own models with a judging guideline,
it may open your eyes. We will announce for the
judges meeting, answer that call if you think you
would like to help out. This is where we discuss the
idiosyncrasies of the different categories. It will help
guide you. We will then introduce the line judges and
their categories. At the close of the meeting we ask
you to report to the appropriate line judge. He will
team you up. Now if you are new to judging, let the
line judge know and he will team you up with more
experienced judges so that you can learn from them. I
mentioned above that properly evaluating a model is
part of the job. If a modeler presents something that
seems to differ with your knowledge of the subject,
please ask for help. That’s the job of the line judges
and Chief Judge. If they can’t answer your question
they may be able to find the person who can.
Otherwise please give the benefit of doubt to the
modeler. If you decide to help us out by judging at
BayCon, please be fair. We pride ourselves on how
open we are with our handing out awards. Please
make sure that if you are giving awards to your
friends, to models you know, that they truly deserve
them. We do not want to be known for our
favoritism.

Support Your
Hobby Shop

Sunday, Nov 2nd, South Attleboro Knights of
Columbus Hall, Rt. 123 South Attleboro, 8:00 am
setup starts, 9:00 am the doors open. See you all
there!
God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Kit Review – Spirit of St.
Louis
By Joe McDonald Sr.
Seems like years since I wrote and typed a
kit review but when something special
comes along it must stir the critic juices.
Revmon has released a NEW kit; not a
rehash of decals, not a kit with molds on
lone from some other kitter, not a dual

kit/book deal for big bucks, not a Lindberg
or Aurora kit masquerading as Monogram.

them have the plane title name on them.
We’ll see how they fit and how they look.

The Spirit of St. Louis --------- a long time
favorite of mine. I think I have built the
Lindberg kit straight three times and the
Frog at least the same. Then there are the
conversions to a straight Ryan monoplane,
about the same number. I even have two
Xmas tree Spirits; one in gold plated etched
silhouette and one from Hallmark Collection
of Historic Aircraft (which are superb by the
way).

A couple of anomalies ----- missing paint tip
for the rather complicated fuel lines and shut
offs in the cockpit and the directions to paint
the seat aluminum with no hint of the color
for the padded bottom or the meshed back
which are nicely molded. Strangest of all are
the two pilot figures, one standing and one
seated, but only one head. Cheapo!

It’s not quite finished yet but why let that
stop me? Beautiful clean moldings. Interior
detail for the first time with a decaled
instrument panel, gas tank, throttle quadrant
group, map case, stick and pilot seat (wicker
and padded), etc.. Some odd breakdown of
struts but all seemingly logical such as four
tail struts incorporated with the lower rear
fuselage as one piece with only the tailskid
to be added. Similarly a five part combine
for the main landing gear. Nicely detailed
engine and prop in eight parts attached to a
separate nose cowling. Wing in top and
bottom plus skylight and three internally
attached gas tank vents. For some reason the
whole thing seems bigger than the Lindberg
kit. Without digging in the catacombs to
compare it, I’ll bet the old kit is really in
1/50th.
And then the decals. Some small lettering
for the cockpit that has not been seen before
and something really odd ------- a whole set
of country flags that were painted on for the
1927/28 good will tour if you choose to use
them. Strangest yet; decals that try to depict
the spiral cowling panels and spinner in nine
pieces. They are a must use because two of

But overall a great big thank you to Revmon
from me. My mother always claimed that
my interest in aviation was pre-natal because
my folks met C.A.L. on their honeymoon.
Now lets see if the rumored 1/32nd kit
materializes.

Support Your
Hobby Shop

Sunday November 2nd
At the:
Knights of Columbus Hall
304 Highland Avenue South Attleboro, MA 02703
Show Information:
Robert Magina
508-695-7754
treadhead@comcast.net

Vendor Information:
John Nickerson
508-947-7939
bchmaprez@comcast.net

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA 02762

